
Math 408R: UT Fall 2016

Mini-Project 3: Fermentation, Due October 31

Page 195, problems 8a and 8b:

a) The logistic differential equation is of the form y′ = ry
(
1 − y

M

)
. We are told that the

carrying capacity M is 10 pounds, and that the natural rate of growth is 0.2/hour. If we

measure Y in pounds and t in hours, this means the differential (aka rate) equation must be

Y ′ = 0.2Y

(
1 − Y

10

)
.

b) Here is the modified code for solving this equation with MATLAB, obtained by editing
SIREulers.m:

%this function uses Euler’s method to solve the logistic equation
function [y,t] = FermentEulers(tmax,N,r,M,y0)

%when calling this function, you need to pass the maximum time to run the
%simulation (tmax),

%the number of time steps (N), the parameters r and M, and the initial

%population y0.
dt = tmax/N; %this determines the size of the time step h

y = zeros(1,N+1); %define an empty vector of yeast concentrations

y(1)=y0;

for n = 1:N %this is the iterative loop for Euler’s Method
y(n+1) = y(n) + r*y(n)*(1 - (y(n)/M))*dt;

end %end the for loop
t = linspace(0,tmax,N+1); %this is used only for the plotting

h1 = figure;%provide a handle for first figure (yeast)

%the code below is strictly used for plotting
figure(h1);

plot(t,y)

ylabel(’Yeast’), xlabel(’Hours’), title(’Euler”s Method Example’)

Running FermentEulers(40,400,0.2,10,0.5) then gives a plot for the first 40 hours. The yeast
value hits 5 pounds around time t = 15.3, and hits 9.9 pounds around t = 37.7. The precise
time will depend on how big a value of N you used.

Problem 9.
a) Since the rate at which alcohol is produced is 0.05/hr times the amount of yeast, we have

A′(t) = 0.05Y (t).

b) Since alcohol kills yeast at a rate of 0.1A(t) per pound of yeast. That is, we have to
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subtract 0.1A(t)Y (t) from our equation for Y to get

Y ′(t) = 0.2Y (t)

(
1 − Y (t)

10

)
− 0.1A(t)Y (t),

which we can also write as

Y ′(t) = 0.2Y (t) (1 − 0.1Y (t) − 0.5A(t)) .

Either form is fine.
c) Now our modified code is:

%this function uses Euler’s method to solve the logistic equation
function [y,t] = FermentEulers(tmax,N,Y0,A0)

%when calling this function, you need to pass the maximum time to run the
%simulation (tmax),

%the number of time steps (N), the parameters r and M, and the initial

%population Y0.
dt = tmax/N; %this determines the size of the time step h

Y = zeros(1,N+1); %define an empty vector of yeast concentrations

A = zeros(1,N+1); %define an empty vector of alcohol concentrations

Y(1)=Y0;

A(1)=A0;

for n = 1:N %this is the iterative loop for Euler’s Method
Y(n+1) = Y(n) + 0.2*Y(n)*(1-0.1*Y(n)-0.5*A(n))*dt; % Update the yeast

A(n+1) = A(n) + 0.05*Y(n)*dt; % Update the alcohol

end %end the for loop
t = linspace(0,tmax,N+1); %this is used only for the plotting

h1 = figure; %provide a handle for first figure (yeast)

h2 = figure; %provide a handle for second figure (alcohol)

%the code below is strictly used for plotting
figure(h1);

plot(t,Y)

ylabel(’Yeast’), xlabel(’Hours’), title(’Euler”s Method Example’)

figure(h2);

plot(t,A)

ylabel(’Alcohol’), xlabel(’Hours’), title(’Euler”s Method Example’)
This time I set most of the parameters by hand, and only left tmax, N , Y 0 and A0 for input.
The yeast peaks at just under 3 pounds after 18 or 19 hours, and dies off by time 60 or so,
at which time the alcohol levels off at about 3.3 pounds.

Problem 11. a) S ′ = −0.15Y (t).
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b) We need to replace the parameter “M” in the logistic equation with 0.4S. Note that we
need 25 pounds of sugar to have a carrying capacity of 10 pounds of yeast, and 2.5 pounds
of sugar for 1 pound of yeast. Our equation for Y is now

Y ′(t) = 0.2Y (t)

(
1 − Y (t)

0.4S(t)

)
− 0.1A(t)Y (t),

c) The New and Improved Code (directly modified from SIREulers) is

%this function uses Euler’s method to solve the SIR Model
function [S,A,Y,t] = FermentEulers3(tmax,N,S0,A0,Y0)

%when calling this function, you need to pass the maximum time to run the
%simulation (tmax),

%the number of time steps (N), and the initial

%populations S0, A0, and Y0 of sugar, alcohol and yeast.
%Important Note: stepsize = tmax/N

dt = tmax/N; %this determines the size of the time step h

S = zeros(1,N+1); %define an empty sugar vector

A = zeros(1,N+1); %define an empty alcohol vector

Y = zeros(1,N+1); %define an empty yeast vector

S(1) = S0; %first value in the Sugar vector is the inital cond.

Y(1) = Y0; %first value in the Yeast vector is the inital cond.

A(1) = A0; %first value in the Alcohol vector is the inital cond.

for n = 1:N %this is the iterative loop for Euler’s Method
S(n+1) = S(n) - 0.15*Y(n)*dt; %D.E. for Sugar

A(n+1) = A(n) + 0.05*Y(n)*dt; %D.E. for Alcohol

Y(n+1) = Y(n) + (0.2*Y(n)*(1-(2.5*Y(n)/S(n)))-0.1*A(n)*Y(n))*dt %D.E. for Yeast

end %end the for loop
t = linspace(0,tmax,N+1); %this is used only for the plotting

h1 = figure; %provide a handle for first figure (Sugar)

h2 = figure; %provide a handle for second figure (Alcohol)

h3 = figure; %provide a handle for third figure (Yeast)

h4 = figure; %provides a handle for a plot containing all three
%the code below is strictly used for plotting
figure(h1);

plot(t,S)

ylabel(’Sugar’), xlabel(’Hours’), title(’Euler”s Method Example’)

figure(h2);

plot(t,A)

ylabel(’Alcohol’), xlabel(’Hours’), title(’Euler”s Method Example’)

figure(h3)

plot(t,Y)
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ylabel(’Yeast’), xlabel(’Hours’), title(’Euler”s Method Example’)

%the commands below create a single plot with all three graphs
figure(h4)

plot(t,S, ’blue’, t,A, ’red’, t,Y,’green’)
hold on
title(’Plot of Fermentation model behavior’)

ylabel(’Pounds’), xlabel(’Days’)

legend(’Sugar’,’Alcohol’,’Yeast’)

It takes about 40 hours for things to level off and all the yeast to die off. A little under 10
pounds of sugar gets consumed (leaving just over 15 pounds), and the alcohol builds up to
about 3 pounds.
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